HEARINGS
JANUARY 14, 2014

PHARMACISTS:

DUSTIN J. BEATY, Pharmacist #13754
License/CS reverted to PROBATION which shall terminate on July 31, 2019.

SAMANATHA BELL, Applicant for Pharmacist
After 6 months internship, license GRANTED on PROBATION for 2 years with conditions.

JEANNA LEE HESTER, Pharmacist #12722
Prior Board order amended to change date to July 6, 2015 before pharmacist can apply to have SUSPENSION reverted to PROBATION if additional requirements met.

RACHEL M. WAID, Pharmacist #15760
License SUSPENDED for 5 years; may apply after 1 year for reversion to PROBATION if conditions met.

TECHNICIANS:

TRAVIS TREVENO SMITH, applicant for Technician
Application DENIED.
HEARINGS
FEBRUARY 18, 2014

PHARMACISTS:

MELISSA MASTERS, Pharmacist #14984
License SUSPENDED 5 years with immediate reversion to PROBATION with conditions.

EXTERN/ INTERNS:

WILLIAM B. POWELL, #S10108
Extern/intern permit and subsequent pharmacist license, if any, SUSPENDED for 5 years; revert to PROBATION with conditions.

TECHNICIANS:

CAROL W. O. COMPTON, applicant for Technician
Application GRANTED with conditions.

JEFFERY C. DUNKIN, Technician #T31759
Registration REVOKED; assessed monetary fine.

TAMELA S. HAMILTON, Technician #T31789
Registration REVOKED; assessed monetary fine.

WENDIE H. JENNINGS, Technician #T10323
Assessed monetary fine; SUSPENDED 5 years with immediate reversion to PROBATION with conditions.

CHRISTINE C. LYNN, applicant for Technician
Registration GRANTED on SUSPENSION with immediate reversion to PROBATION for 5 years with conditions.

PATRICK J. PANGELINAN, applicant for Technician
Application DENIED.

JAMIE L. RODGERS, applicant for Technician
Registration GRANTED.
HEARINGS
MARCH 18, 2014

PHARMACISTS:

KENNETH ALAN ADDY, Pharmacist #10786
Assessed monetary fine.

JOHN ADAM LOCHRIDGE, Applicant for Pharmacist by Reciprocity
License GRANTED and placed on PROBATION for 10 years with conditions.

RAYMOND LORENZ, Pharmacist #15619
License and CS permit SUSPENDED until conditions met; assessed
monetary fine.

TECHNICIANS:

BONNIE BAXLEY, Technician #T18244
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

KELLIE M. BROWN, Technician #T17409
Registration PERMANENTLY SURRENDERED.

TERESA MARY BYRON, Technician #T41242
Assessed monetary fine

WAYNE HEARD, Technician #T23855
Registration PERMANENTLY SURRENDERED

KRISTI MARTIN, Technician #T28748
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

LATOYIA STALLWORTH NETTLES, Technician #T18288
Assessed monetary fine.

LINDA REYNIER, Technician #T33162
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

PHARMACIES:

KROGER PHARMACY #508, Permit #111233
Permit placed on PROBATION for 5 years; assessed monetary fine.
NON-RESIDENT PHARMACY:

CENTER PHARMACY, INC., Permits #113286/201731
Permits REVOKED. Assessed monetary fine.

VILLAGE FERTILITY PHARMACY, Permits #114144/202171
PERMANENTLY and FOREVER SURRENDER permit.
HEARINGS

APRIL 15, 2014

PHARMACISTS:

KRISTIE JOHNSON BOYKIN, License #14869
SUSPENDED for 5 years; immediate reversion to PROBATION with stipulations. Assessed $2,500.00 monetary fine.

APPLICANT FOR RECIPROCITY:

TIMOTHY C. KYBURZ
GRANTED

NON-RESIDENT PHARMACIES:

MAIN STREET FAMILY PHARMACY, Permit #s 113413/201825
Voluntarily and permanently SURRENDER of permit(s) and not to seek any permit(s) in the State of Alabama in the future; assessed $5,000.00 monetary fine.

APPLICANT FOR MANUFACTURER/WHOLESALER/DISTRIBUTORS:

MINNESOTA INDEPENDENT COOPERATIVE, INC.
Assessed $3,000.00 monetary fine.

EXTERN/INTERN:

CYRUS JAMES NAKHJ AVAN, Extern/Intern #S9752
Extern/Intern permit returned w/ conditions/

TECHNICIANS:

SABREEN ABDULLAH, Technician #T14405
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

TEAKIA ABROM, Technician #T23825
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

DEVAN ACKER, Technician #T37510
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

ELLEN ADKINSON, Technician #33590
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

VICTORIA ALDRIDGE, Technician #T32477
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

ASHLEY ALLEN, Technician #T18476
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

COSTON ALLEN, Technician #T31835
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

SUZANNE ALLEN, Technician #T29170
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

BRODY ALLISON, Technician #36266
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

DESTINY ALLMAN, Technician #T37047
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

MARSHALL ANDERSON, Technician #T07899
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

TARA ANDERSON, Technician #T38161
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

ASHLEY ANGIULLI, Technician #T22905
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

CAROLYN ARRINGTON, Technician #T01838
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

SAMANTHA ARRINGTON, Technician #T29034
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

JOHNESHIA ARSO, Technician #T35562
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

RAVEN ASH, Technician #T31714
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

LISA ASHLEY, Technician #T22770
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours
CHARLESETTA AUTREY, Technician #T09506
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

AMANDA BAILEY, Technician #T02050
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

HEIDI BAILEY, Technician #T22617
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

TERRANCE BAKER, Technician #T14947
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

MARY BALDWIN, Technician #T03115
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

FON BALLARD, Technician #T02489
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

AMANDA BARNES, Technician #T35138
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

JEANETTA BARNES, Technician #T17285
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

ANGELA BARNETT, Technician #T15877
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

LOIS BARNETT, Technician #T04861
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

MEGAN BARNETT, Technician #T32806
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

THERON BARTLETT, Technician #T26327
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

SAMANTHA BASKIN, Technician #T15142
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

TRAVIS BATTLE, Technician #T20655
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

ANGEL BAVAR, Technician #T17033
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours
ANGELA BERRY, Technician #T37683
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

PAIGE NICOLE BRITTON, Technician #T38590
REVOKED; assessed $6,000.00 monetary fine.

RAE BURROUGHS, Technician #T21805
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

KIMBERLY CRUMP, Technician #T22299
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

TABITHA GRISHAM, Technician #T14888
REVOKED; assessed $3,000.00 monetary fine.

MELISSA HAZEL, Technician #T02560
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

STEPHANIE HICKS, Technician #T30156
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

RHONDA HOOD, Technician #T34328
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

BEVERLY HUDDSON, Technician #T10108
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

JUDY JACKSON, Technician #T01344
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

AUDRIANNA KELLY, Technician #T37969
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

AMY KILPATRICK, Technician #T07804
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

TRACY KIMBALL, Technician #T24604
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

TARYN MCWHIRTER, Technician #T37690
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

SAMUEL LEWIS MOSLEY, Technician #T33834
PERMANENT SURRENDER; shall never be able to work as a technician in Alabama.

EDWARD PASHAYAN, Technician #T33302
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

MARY PATE, Technician #T06897
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

SANDRA ROPER, Technician #T20409
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

WALTER SANDERS, Technician #08317
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

MACEY STARLING, Technician #T35083
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

DEITRA TERRY, Technician #T15156
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

ASHLEY HEMBREE TERRY, Technician #T13322
PERMANENT SURRENDER; agrees never to work as a technician in the State of Alabama again.
HEARINGS

MAY 13, 2014

PHARMACISTS:

STACY LYNETTE MILES, License #17493
SUSPENDED 2 years; immediately reverted to PROBATION w/conditions.
Assessed $2,500.00 monetary fine.

EXTERN/INTERNs:

CHARLES VAWTERS, Permit #11158
Extern/intern permit previously surrendered returned with conditions.

TECHNICIANS

JORDAN ADAMS, Technician #T33912
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

KIMBERLY ADAMS, Technician #T31698
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

MICHELLE ADAMS, Technician #T01645
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

AYLA AGEE, Technician #T24384
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

ALLISON ALLEN, Technician #T06398
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

STEPHANIE ALLRED, Technician #T35374
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

ANDREA ANDERSON, Technician #T32073
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

CRYSTAL ANDERSON, Technician #T09907
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

DIONDRIA ASH, Technician #T29972
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours
ERIKA ASKEW, Technician #T27825  
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

DEBRA ATKINS, Technician #T23164  
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

SPENCER AUSTIN, Technician #T28220  
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

JOSHUA BANBURY, Technician #T38096  
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

TRACY BANKS, Technician #T14296  
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

JESSICA BARNHILL, Technician #T25400  
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

KAREN R. TORREZ BASH, Applicant for Technician  
GRANTED

NATHAN BAUMANN, Technician #T13070  
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

KIMBERLY BETTIS, Technician #T30413  
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

HOLLY CHAMPION, Technician #T15153  
REVOKED; assessed $1,000.00 monetary fine.

CARLETTA CHEESEBORO, Technician #T36977  
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

NANDILI CLAY, Technician #T34960  
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

BRIANA FRANKLIN, Technician #T39391  
NOT GUILTY

JEANNA GUESS, Technician #T04509  
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

KATELYN HAMMOND, Technician #T30101  
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours
JORDAN HARDY, Technician #T21184
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

TESSA JONES, Technician #T35293
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

PHYLESI A LAMBERT, Technician #T08253
NOT GUILTY

KAYLA LEWIS, Technician #T31963
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

EMILY MCDONALD, Technician #T35789
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

SUZI OTTO, Technician #T12526
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

NIKILA K. PERRY, Technician #T41762
REVOKED; assessed $1,500.00 monetary fine.

TIESHA SHAWNTA ROGERS, Technician #T33641
REVOKED; assessed $3,250.00 monetary fine.

STEVEN SPRINKLE, Technician #T32162
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

ALEXANDER SWEET, Technician #T35452
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

HALEE WILLINGHAM, Technician #T35539
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours

GABRIELA ZAMORA, Technician #T25530
Assessed monetary fine or required to double deficient CE hours